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The task of assigning grades seems as inevitable a crequence

of working in the teaching profession as low salaries and seeing too few

students ,per class break through the ignorance barrier. Just as instruc-

tors are dissatisfied with the current status of salaries and level of

student preparations for the bourse they are teaching, instructors are

dissatisfied with current methods of evaluation. In 1960 Robert F.

Oliver discussed the "Eternal and (Infernal) Problem of Grades"1 and

many teachers in.1978 still consider grading to be an continuing problem.

A survey of Volume 27 (1977) of the Education Index showed 50 articles

examining the problem of assigning.grades to students.

In working toward a solution to, the grading-problem, the author

has looked at past successes and mistakes, examining how others assign

grades by comparision with her own grading procedures. Traditional

efforts to solve the eternal and infernal problem. clustered around

two approaches to grading, norm-referenced and criterion-referenced

valuation. Working definitions of those two approaches are in order.,

Norm-referenCed measurement evaluates a student's progress'

ong classmates. When teachers approach the problem of grading armed

1.4* the Bell curve and the various Statistical methodologies designed

to. vedict means and medians, deviations and ultimately grades, they are

utilliing norm-referenced strategies.

Problem arise for accurate statistical analysis when class sizes

are 11. The author also observed. interesting phenomenon in

reg to competition. Students tend co compare rates and amounts of

?,:and to drift toward a lower common denominator. Old habits die
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hard, so there would u0.1411:Y be one or two rate breakers who would

encounter grumbles and groans from classmates when they pulled the top

edge of the curve higher then hoped for by those on the fringes of the

center.

A similar phenoMeneti has been observed with pass/fail systems:

tudents tended to do the Oipimum amount of work required to avoid

failure. Students also appeared to be confused by the lack of informa-

tion as tg what were acceptable levels of performance.
2

In addition to oorO'referenced
measurement, instructors often

use a form of criterion-referahced measurement when student speeches

and/or papers are evaluated according to a set criterion. This standard

may be entirely in the hOad or the instructor or may be written down on
paper. Student work is compared to a model which usually has,a letter

gradeattached to it.
Criterion...referenced measurement can best be1

defined as an evaluation which is based on examining the student's

progress with respect to ao0e SPecified performance standard. Students
no longer compete with peerd..\bdt rather with themselves and the

9
standard. To facilitate

uteaskirettlent -and to avoid confusiori as to what
was to be learned, when and to what level of competency, many instruc-
tors, the author,

inCluded. have begdn to use learning/behavioral
objec-

tives in the classroom.

Once the author i4Stituyed learning objectives; gra'ding was
based on the

criterion-based Riedel. No longer when the highest grade
is 80 out of 100 doe,

lar constitute the "A" Since students are
given

learning objective,
iar with what is

.earned and at whaelevel of proficient)?
.ow that learning is

to be demonstrated.
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Along with the criterion -based model, the author has developed

a grading system that is based on contracts. This experience has been

evolutionary over the past six years, ana some do's and don'ts regarding

grade contracts are Included in this discussion.

-Grading contracts model themselves on the real world where we

regularly make agreementd or contracts which have the force of law.

HaviA a driveway resurfaced is an example of a contract. The consumer

agrees to pay a certain amount of dollars for a particular service. If

the contractee is alert, the contract will specify c6t1itions and what

quality of service is acceptable before payment wi e rendered; other-

wise, there may be a half inch of asphalt rather than the expected two

inches on the driveway. Similarly, a grade contract is_ a written

agreement between student and instructor that stipulates the work the

student will do and the grade he or she can expect if the work is satis-

'

factory. Contracts can be usedifor evaluating a single projectlor the

entire course. Contracts are separate frof, but usually related to, the

course syllabus in which requirements for the course are spelled out in

terms of tests, reading projects, speeches and attendance. The contract
/'

will specify what work and level of proficiency is required for a given

grade.' For example, an "A" grade might require no more than threacuts

in attendance,,participation in three groups, presentation of a short

report on some,aspect of the group's experience and the keeping of a

journal which might speak to various aspects of theories of interpersonal

communication. All students who fulfill given requirements, receive the

appropriate contracted grade.

Contracts can be set up a number of different ways, depending

upon the degree of involvement of the instructor and student in
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determining the content of the contract. William Christen, in

Educational Technology, suggests the use of a plan that inVolves a four-

fold use of student contracts.
fi

1.- Alternative One Teacher-Made, Teacher-Assigned Contract.
'In this contract, the teacher decides the amount of
work to be assigned for each contract and the amount of
time allowed to complete the contract. One'common use
of this type of contract is to set up a series of three
contracts that vary in degree of difficulty.' . . .

and corresponds to three levelsof evaluation, A, Band
C.' The student then decides which on 'he will pursue and,
with the teacher, agrees to the Content of the contract.'

g. Alternative Two Teacher-Made, Student-Assigned Contract.
'In this contractual scheme, the teacher develops a bank
of Contracts which are given to the students, who then
make a decision as to whicH contract they will do; In

this situation, more tian three alternatives are given.
The student then can hhve a large range of altPrrnatives.

Again, degrees of difficulty should be built into these
contracts, and they should be pointed out to the students.'

,3. Alternative,Three: Student -Made, Teacher-Agreement Contract.
'In this contractual scheme, the student identifies an
area, of 'weakness' for himself within the topic being
pursued by the class. He decides what he wants to do and'
then checks it out with the teacher, who will assist. The
teacher helps to decide the appropriateness of the task
and helps the student modify the plan-if necessary.'

if 4. Alternative Four: Student-Made Contract. 'In this %,

contractual scheme, the student decides what he wants
to do, writes up the contract on a fophwhich'may or
may not/be provided by the teacher. The teacher's role
in this procdss is simplyto allow the student classroom
time to pursue this endeavor and to be a.!,,ilable for
assistance if the need arises.'3

The contract should include: '1) the name of the student:---rd

the date when the contrac was signed; 2) the objective _ tasks and

the'; pure of the tasks to be completed; 3) provisions of the contract,

-the amount and to what level pf competency and how the completion of

such tasks.is to be demonstratedr(by test, speech, project, etc.);

--- 4) the due date; 5) signatures of both student, and professor; 6) an

_
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evaluation section where an instructor can comment upon the completed

works and assign a grade. It is useful to do this in duplicate, so

both the student and instructor have copies. Contracts may also have

some built in flexibility so that the student can. alter the contract.

For example, the author allows students in The Psychology of Communica,

tion who have contracted for a "B" and done less than "g" work on one

of two written exams, thus not meeting the requirements for a "B," to

regain that "B" by writing a research paper. The nature of the course

and what can be substituted will determine how flexible contracts can

\be. For example, it is not likely that an instructor wOuid permit a

student who-has Been absent the entire semester from participation in

group experiences to recoup his/her losSes by writing a pal/aeon group

1r
experiences during exam,week.

One of the first things learned in usimg contracts is that there

must be some control on quality as well as quantity of work. Level of
at

proficiency as well as amount of work must be included in a contract.

Thit first time the author used a project to differentiate "A" from "B"

work, projects were not all "A" quality cork. Some controls are now

used in that papers and projects have to be completed early to be reaci

and returned with suggestions for improvement for papers thatdo not

come up to "A" level work:It This has-proved to be a learning experience

for those who choose to rework the papers and ta-;re provided a means. of

civality control. Students who db not rewrite their papers drop to a',

lower grade level.

°
All grading systems are somewhat Skinnerian in their point of ,

view equating the grade with the stimulus and the student's effort

towards that grade as the response. The traditional assumption has been

1^,



that all students are motivated in the same way by-high grades and that

the grades "B," "C," and "D" are given for degrees of falling,shori of

the "A" goal. A grade contract is no les; Skinnerian, but allows the

student to determine what level of competency and involvement-he or she

wishes to -achieve. For example; a student maytake physics in college,

and find him/herself involved-in the struggle for an "A," when all that

the atudent really wants to do and know about physics is on a "C" level.

Often'there is no way to determine whether to achieve a "C" aotendance

at labs or participation in class to lose or, gain that""C." The

itudentimay dutifully, but not cheerfully, attend those labs. How much

hapPier.lab partners, the student and the instructor might be if lab

attendance is designated for those who seek "A" and "B" grades.

With grade contracts, the instructor may designate levels of

competeno. Greater cognitive skill is needed to design a communication

model or to apply_an existing model than to replicate-a model from the

textbook. Consequently, a grading contract should reflect that. It'

student working for an "A" would bekexpected to be on the higher levels

Of .cognition and be able to evaluate or synthesize a given thectry'of r

.behavior. A student working for a "B" might be expected to be ablt to

describe and compare two models. Consequently,` the contract should

. ,

specify'for the student not only the amount of work required, but the

level 0 competency expected for a given grade.

Contracts have been used by the author for six years in the

-teachidg of group discussion,terpersonal communication and the
7 Vf

Psychology of c unication at Alfred University and,Old F14ominion

%.5

University and wij.l continue to be used in the classroom for the

followingAieasons: 1) they ease students' anxiety over wades;
9
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1 c

.
2' they help JSZ dents to see the required work as a whole unit; 3) theyy p u

falcArirre record-keeping, so that the student can determine what

11is /her grade is any given tire; 4) they clarify student planning and

decision making in regard to levels of commitment to the course (why
-.:

.

f f

.should everyone's time be spent, on projects required for an PA" if all

the student wants is g-"C?")'; 5) they 'involve both the student and the

instructor in.a consideration of criteria fOr each grade level;
,

6) they standardize eriteriafor grading for everycce in the course- and

7) they can provide consistency over, time as the course is offered,

particularly if the same contracts are offered in, multiple sections.
A 0

No longer will students rush to get 'in the section,that has no written

tests.

Students in 'the author's classes have overwhelmingly favored

contracts. The most frequent comments are that tie sy7tem is, more f
, -

and less anxiety producing, provides motivation and permits ter
-41

budgeting of time than does more conventional systems of grading.

Students most frequently contract for high grades; although occasionally
11,

they -do contract for "C"-and- "D" grades. Probably 407. of those .wh%

contract for "A's" fail to meet. the requirements and redontract for a
1113 I'

Its appears that the students initially perceive that contracting

means an easy-grade. Students are also/condrtionedto
traditional study

methods. When testg are, given, students know which of the_behavitital

objectives are to' be covered. ,Even though the.objettives limit the'

material to be covered, students tend toopend time .rereading material,

not covered by the exams.and
are surprised when -the test coVer exactly

,what was promJsed.
I

Research,into 1he.use of contracts for grading is not.conclusive,
.
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,/
for there has been no consistency i k ibe coupling of grade contracts

4

and criterion-referenced grading. Contracts can also be made integral

*".

to individualized learning, or combined with programmed instruction.

packages:

t Dennis WarnerIgnd Toshio Akamine (Washington State Unfirersity)

found that students in education classes reacted favorably to the use .of

contracts and felt that their strengths lay in the areas of "providing

I, direction, acquiring feelings of success, profiting froaf errors. without

being penalized for them and prom4ing feelings of mutual resect and

trust between students and teachers: Criticism centered around the

flexibility of the system, particularly since. students were able to

select nly predefined assignments rather than being able to initiate

-projects of their own original design. Students also 'felt that where.

assignments were judged either as satisfactory of unsatisfactory,

quantity of work was emphasizqd at the expense of walityr4 Both these

problems are inherent / in the way are set4p as opposed to the

idea''of contracts aad could be cordcted by incLudfrig students in the-

planning and by a'different method of evaluating students' work.

An enthusiastic,report on contracts comesfrom R. M. Barlow

.(University of Wisconsin at Stout) who used contracts fo4.a course in
.,

.

...

philosophtical ethis.. Students and)professor jointly contracted to

deteimine the objectives and tie activities and evidence which would'be

used to determine if had been met. He found greater in-

volvement and sense of personal Challenge, more acceptance of personal
e

responsibility £br getting the :task.completed, a more organized approach' 4;

':

----( U
f C Ito the semester's work and greater tapPtt between teacher and student 4,, ..

A,

due in part to the contracting and negotiating sessions, but also due to
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the instructor being viewed as a facilitator of learning rather than a

demanding tafkmaster. Students were also able 'to sustain motivation,
-

were more creative and found .greater relevance'of the course content
.

.

because they had had a hand in the course design.
5

In an experiment
..

.
w_i.th'nine busines% administration classes involving 280 students and

' ,

\---..
where two of the classes were Used as controls, Professors Polczynski2'

and Shirland found a significant\ncrease in motivation and increased

6effort by Students to reach the contracted goals, Professor Raymond

who used., learning contracts for history survey courses' at Ohio State

University in Mansfield found that.stugents both learned.mbre and
\

performed Vetter.
7

Professor Delworth (Colorado State University)

found a positive response and anxiety reductiOn among students in courses

taught by student personnel servicesl'workers who used contracts.
8

Empire State College of 'the State University of New,YOrk, where students

devise their own degree program,- uses a contract system which specifies

the activities to, be undertaken four a specific stay, the Oiteria for

evaluation of the work and the amount otcrelit(to be granted upon

satisfactory completion of. the contract. Empire State College has found
(contracts to be an effective way of providing an individualizficf approaih

to learning for students'receiving-college
credit for work and life

:experiences.
9

Cercairbresearchers have been less affirmative in'reporting the

,`effect of contract: grading. ',Research done at the Univeftity of Tennessee

showed that in comluerisons between: two gtoups of studentw-in a course in
/-

eusing contracts favored th,'
educational psychology teat the group

experimental,gto as a method Of grading only slightly more than those.
.1

A.

..,in the groupHgraded by traditional methods of grading.
10

'This same

LO
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attitude;_ positive, butnot enthusiastic,.was.d.iscovered in another

study of students inan educatiqp course at Washington State. The"

...'
. .

,

author, Hugh Taylor, does note that students perceived the contracts

as being a fair methodof grading and, suggests the "new procedures most

inevitably generate resistance . The giade contract is no exception..
. -

The results . ._offer a basis for optimism . . . on the part-"of thq

students sampled. .

A s ;udy done with 182 students in a college of business found

0 .

. resistance on the part of students, for although pdrformancewas im
--

droved by contract grading, student ,reactions to the course and to tie

instructor were sigftificantlY more negative than those,,,,students raught
.`J

,

by the same instructor using traditional grading techniquei. This led

the authors to recommend that "despite their decreasing ineffectiveness'°.

traditional forms of grading should be used by instructors who fear

12
adverse student evaluations.

Since the study.at the UniverOty of Tennessee and an unnamed

col:1 Vbusiness did,pot use learning objectives, and the nature of

tIle<o9r.T4ct,wasnot spelled out in the study, it could be that the
.

.
" .

., .

,
1expetimental'group experiended.a traditional grading system dressed up,,.

, - as a new ine6vative sygiem. Obviouslykthe effectiveness of contracts is
/

1

diffieult to judge when the conditions :.tinder TiCh they arev-used vary.
c/

Many speech insti,uctors repOrt.favorable experiences SaA0

Stelzner,,writing about the use of grade contracts in public speaking

courses at the University of Maisachusetts, concludes that contracts
N,

encourage instructors to clarify standards and students to becomemore

involved in setting goals and taking responsibility for their'own learning.
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She states that . contract grayling, is-Well worth the time it takes,,

to prepare, and administer.
,13 Cassandra Book, whp uSeaaontracts..in

teaching interpersonal.COmmunication; found that contracting exemplified
$ ,

some of the very same areas in which' a course ii interpersonal is trying

to facilitate. Contracts promoted greater cooperation between student

.

and professor, worked towards supportive communication in that it

implemented "climates 'of greater equality,provisionalism; description,

objectivity, personal involvement and problem orientation."14 Andrew

and Darlyn Wolvin have used contracts for the course in technical, speech

Comm4aication and found that students feel more confidentand more in

control of their investment of time and abilities in the course. They

con4ude that ','While contract grading,is not the panacea f9r 'all educes

tional ills, it islen0fective strategy. for individualfzing instruction

and motivating .studentain the- learning prows. nlk

It appears that most users of contFa4 grading are aware that.

some refinements'and Situational adjusments, Reed to be made to improve,

the functioning of contract grading, but"Woadagr Jthat it is a viable

alternative to our traditional systea ofvgrading.

t
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